
A list of aliens (Written by the humans, the
Crossians, the Centaurian Beta Dynasty and

the Andromeda ants in 5349)

Humans: Inhabit planet Earth but do not inhabit any 

other planets. Humans are split up into countries, who

once fought each other but are now united towards 

the same goals. They are allies with the Andromeda 

Ants, the Centaurian Beta Dynasty and the Crossians.

They have 2 arms and 2 legs. They are known for 

having lots of pollution. Humans and their allies are 

currently at war with the KATZ, the Centaurian Alpha 

Dynasty and the Tritons.

Centaurians: Inhabit all the planets that can support 

life orbiting Alpha and Beta Centauri. However, they 

are split up between the Alpha Dynasty, who live on 

planets around Alpha Centauri and the Beta Dynasty, 

who live on planets around Beta Centauri. The Alpha 

Dynasty is allies with the KATZ and the Tritons, and 

the Beta Dynasty is allies with the Andromeda Ants, 

the humans and the Crossians. The Centaurians look 



like humans except larger, stronger and with only one 

eye. The Alpha Dynasty is at war with the Andromeda 

Ants, the Centaurian Beta Dynasty, the humans and 

the Crossians. The Beta Dynasty is at war with the 

KATZ, the Centaurian Alpha Dynasty and the Tritons.

Crossians: The Crossians live on all the planets 

orbiting the stars in the southern cross that can 

support life. They are all united on the same side. 

They are allies with the Andromeda Ants, the 

Centaurian Beta Dynasty and the humans. The 

Crossians look exactly like humans except that they 

have only got one leg. They are currently fighting  the 

KATZ, the Centaurian Alpha Dynasty and the Tritons.

Andromeda ants: The Andromeda ants are spread in 

colonies all over the Andromeda Galaxy. Each colony 

dominates 1 planet. Just like on Earth, they used to 

fight, but are now united. The Andromeda ants are 

allied with the Crossians, the Centaurian Beta 



Dynasty and the humans. They are at war with the 

Centaurian Alpha Dynasty, the  the KATZ and the 

Tritons.

Rockodiles: The Rockodiles are crocodiles made of 

rock. They live on Rockatron, but we currently do not 

know where Rockatron is. The Rockodiles have sharp

teeth to catch fish made of stone. They are not 

currently allies with anyone and are not at war with 

anyone either. The rockodiles are all united together. 

A Rockodillian astronaut is called a cosmodile.

KATZ: The KATZ look like Earth cats but they are 

much bigger. They live on two planets as far as we 

know, Meowapolis and Purra Prima. We have no 

knowledge of their location. We do not know if they 

are split or not. The KATZ have recently been raiding 

Earth. They have a special remote control device that 

can control Earth cats through their whiskers and 

make them attack their owners. The KATZ are allies 



with the Centaurian Alpha Dynasty and the Tritons. 

They are at war with the Centaurian Beta Dynasty, the

humans, the Crossians and the Andromeda Ants.

Tritons: The Tritons look like humans but with three 

legs, three arms and three eyes. They are all united 

together as far as we know. They live on Tritaria, but 

we do not know where Tritaria is. They are allies with  

the Centaurian Alpha Dynasty and the KATZ. They 

are currently fighting he Centaurian Beta Dynasty, the 

humans, the Crossians and the Andromeda Ants.


